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Special Section:

Hungary and International Relations in the
Interwar Years, 1919-1940

Introduction

In many respects the interwar decades constitute a unique period in the
evolution of Hungary. What distinguishes this age from the previous four
centuries above all is the fact that from the end of the First World War in
November of 1918 to Hungary’s involvement in the Second World War in
the spring of 1941 the country was an independent entity and conducted its
own foreign affairs. Such a situation did not exist, except for certain brief
periods during some of the wars of independence against foreign rule,
during the four centuries that separate the time of Hungary’s Jagiellonian
kings of the early sixteenth century and the conclusion of World War I. It
should be added here that for Hungary the period between 1867 and 1918
was one in which the country — in respect to external affairs — was not
ruled by the Habsburg Court but shared responsibility for foreign policy
(including a diplomatic service) with the Austrian half of the dual-
monarchy of Austria-Hungary. For the purposes of understanding some of
the papers in this special section we should also add that for Hungary the
interwar era lasted almost two years longer than it did for many countries
in Europe as the country did not get involved in World War II for some
twenty-two months after September of 1939.

The predominant theme of Hungarian foreign policy in the period
that separates the end of the First World War and the spread of fighting to
the Balkans and Russia in the Second, was determined by the peace
settlement that concluded World War I. As is well known, in the aftermath
of that war the peacemakers, the victorious Western Allies, imposed one-
rous terms on the vanquished Central Powers, terms which included terri-
torial losses — and that no country lost more of its lands than Hungary.
Revising the territorial provisions of the post-war peace settlement became
the cornerstone of interwar Hungarian diplomacy and heavily influenced
Budapest’s dealings with the outside world not only concerning diplomatic
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matters but, as we’ll see in one of the papers in this section, in cultural
contacts as well.

The studies featured here make it clear that in interwar Hungary
both public opinion and scholarly judgement blamed the ill-fate that befell
the country — above all the dismemberment of the historic Hungarian
kingdom — on the decisions of the victorious Allied powers. In doing so
Hungarians largely ignored the fact that in the years and decades leading
up to 1920 their country’s leadership, and even its Magyar-speaking
general public, regularly ignored the political and cultural sensitivities of
the numerous nationalities living within the Kingdom — or managed to
annoy these groups — or at least their intellectual elites. The dismember-
ment of Hungary was not so much the deed of vengeful or ignorant
western leaders — even if some of them had grudges against Hungary’s
elite and were less than well-informed about the affairs of East Central
Europe — but more of the consequence of long-term historical processes
that had been taking place in the Middle Danube Basin of Central Europe
for many generations. Perhaps the most important cause of these develop-
ments stemmed from early modern times when during the Ottoman occu-
pation of southern and central Hungary many regions became depopulated
— and after Christian armies, mainly under Habsburg leadership, drove
out the Turks from there the Imperial Court in Vienna decided to replace
the missing inhabitants predominantly by newcomers from the Balkans
and from the Habsburgs’ German possessions. Hungarians were not wel-
come in these ancient Magyar lands, neither as landlords nor as settlers.

Hungarian preoccupation with the revision of the post-World War
I territorial peace settlement on the whole didn’t serve the Hungarian
nation well. As illustrated by the three studies in this special section of this
volume, this preoccupation diverted attention from the nation’s myriad
socio-economic problems and often hindered in the establishment of good
relations — or the keeping of such relations in the few instances that they
had been achieved — with certain countries that sometimes exercised at
least some influence in international affairs in the interwar period, among
them the United States, Turkey, and Great Britain. The interplay between
Hungary and these three countries during all or a part of the interwar era is
the main theme of the three studies in this special section and we hope that
what they say contributes to a better understanding of this critical period of
Hungarian history.
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